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INTERVIEW WITH MR. CARL M. IVERSON
Ashby, Minnesota
August 16, 1973
Marcia Olson and Mr. George Shervey

Q. My name is Marcia Olson and today is August 16, 1973 and I am about to
interview Respresentative Carl Iverson who has been a representative from
our district here in Grant and Stevens Counties from 1918 to almost 1966.
Carl, you talked about a letter you mother had gotten. Who was the letter
from?
It was from my wife's grandfather.

Q.

Your wife's grandfather, and what was his name?

Knute Melby.

Q.

He was one of the first county connnissioners wasn't he?

I guess so. I am not familiar with that, but he was one of the original
settlers of this area after the Civil War. He was a Civil War veteran.

Q.

Oh, he served in the Civil War?

Knute Melby served in the Civil War and after the war was over he came up
to this area and settled. He was a pioneer settler.

Q.

He served in the Union forces in the Civil War, right?

Right.

Q.

Did he get any land as a veteran, any free land or anything?

I don't think so.

Q.

In Minnesota?

They didn't get any land for free. They, I don't know what rights they got.
Land, most of it, they bought, but land prices were relatively cheap in
those days.

Q.

When did he come to Minnesota then?

Oh, I suppose about in 1868, '67 or '68.

Q.
-,

i

And when was this letter written that you got from him?

I don't know exactly, it doesn't seem to indicate any date.
it was written in the early seventies.
1

But evidently

/
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Q.

It's about farming in Grant County and near Ashby?

Yes, his farming operations and marketing of the grain crops that they did
get around to raise.

Q.

Where did they haul their grain then?

Well, according to this they hauled it out as far as Fort Abercrombie in
North Dakota. Why they hauled it out there I don't know, unless the
stagecoach, you see the old Pomme de Terre trail was a military road and
Fort Pomme de Terre was one of the stations they stopped at. It served
as a route, as a transportation route, for the ox cart trains that they
operated in those days.

Q. I suppose they couldn't haul it to Fort Pomme de Terre or Pomme de Terre
station, they didn't have any way to take grain into Fort Pomme de Terre, I
suppose, or Pomme de Terre village?
It was a lodging house where people stopped overnight and fed their horses.

Q.

At Pomme de Terre village?

Fort Ponnne de Terre was kind of a station over here by the mill pond.
had a store and a blacksmith shop. It was just a little town.

They

You mentioned something on the tape that George [Shervey] had before
that your mother worked at the Pomme de Terre station?

Q.

That's right.
from Norway.

Q.

She worked there for a while as a new-comer after she came

And she immigrated directly over here from Norway, right?

Yes.

Q. Did she ever tell you anything about her trip from Norway to the United
States or to Minnesota?
(57--5 minutes)
No, not that I remember. She probably did to some people but I don't recall
that she ever told much about her trip from Norway.

Q.

Did she tell anything about working at the store at Pomme de Terre?

No, she worked in the lodging house. That was the chief operation that
passenger carts or covered wagons would stop there overnight and feed their
horses and get lunch for themselves and so on.

Q. And was this the station of the fort?
was he already gone then?

Was this where Puntches was or
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No, it was a station. Like any other town, but then of course the fort
was a building where they could go to protect themselves against Indian
~ttacks and things of that kind.

Q.

It was where soldiers were stationed, at Pomme de Terre Fort?

Yes.
Q.

What was the year that you were born and where were you born?

In 1894, out on the farm in Pelican Lake Township.

Q.

And your dad had immigrated here from Norway also?

Yes, that's right.

Q.

And you lived on the farm when you were a boy?

Outside of Ashby?

I lived on the farm all my life.

Q.

And weren't you manager of the Farmers' Equity here in Ashby?

Well, of course I finished two years of high school in Ashby and then I went
on to the Teachers College or at that time the Normal School at Moorhead and
graduated from there in 1915. Then I went down to the University of Minnesota and spent a year in summer school. After attending the University, I
came back and went out on the farm. Then I happened to get involved in
politics and also the promotion of our co-operative complex here in Ashby,
with whom I spent about forty years developing this complex in marketing
and buying supplies for the farmers. The normal school in those days was
intended to train students for the teaching profession although I never int.ended to get into that very much.

Q.

You never intended to teach?

Although I did practice for, I held the job of Superintendent of Schools of
the consolidated schools of Falcon, Minnesota. After I came back from the
University of Minnesota that is what I did. But then I decided that I'd go
back to the farm and while on the farm I became involved in the Non-Partisan
League organization which was the Townley political organization flowing in
from North Dakota where they were most active in those days.

Q.

Were they pretty active around here too?

Yes they were, and of course there was, I happened to be in the period of
the first World War, and this ~heory of loyalty and disloyalty and all of
that ran pretty ·high in those'· day~.
(114--10 minutes)

Q.

They, ~ere pretty hard on the Non-Partisan League weren't they?
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Yes, people were accused of being pro-Germans and all of that stuff that had
no foundation whatsoever.

Q.

Nothing to do with it at all?

Just to illustrate how, when I came back I settled on the farm for a while
and I joined the Non-Partisan League. I was elected as a delegate to their
convention, district convention, of the Non-Partisan League in 1918 and
they were supposed to meet in Wheaton, Minnesota. And when we, the delegates, farmers, ordinary loyal citizens, came to Wheaton to participate in
the Non-Partisan League for the district, the sheriff of Wheaton and the
police refused them the right to meet, to have their meeting in Wheaton.
So they came across from Wheaton to Hennan and they arranged for a building,
a vacant store building that was s.ti.anding there, to have their meeting and
they went ahead with the meeting and endorse! a fellow by the name of Hanson
from Hoffman.

Q.

What was his fi r st name, do you remember?

To be their candidate for the Legislature. Well, when that had been done,
as far as the convention was concerned they were going to endorse an alternate in case Hanson was unable to serve. Then the businessmen, some of the
busines ~men and the banker at Hennan organized a vigilante and it was in the
spring of the year, probably in March, organized a bunch of kids to thn.i,~w
ice chunks through to bust it up and created a chaotic condition and, in a
hurry to get out of there they endorsed me as an alternate.

Q.

This is in Herman right?

This is in Herman.

q. :

And the kids were throwing the ice and stuff through the building at
Herman?
And through the window, they busted the glass then they threw eggs in and

disrupted the whole organization, the whole meeting.

Q.

What was the first name of that Hanson?

I don't remember what his first name was. Anyway, he died before the primary.
And consequently when the endorsed candidate passed away, then it became my
responsibility to file as an alternate. And I was elected and that's how I
happened to get into politics. I in no>·way solicited for or promoted myself
as a candidate, but that was just an accident.

Q.

What was the occupation of Hanson, was he a farmer too, or was he a businessman?
I don't remember, but I think he was. But he passed away in the summer of
1918 so that's how I happened to get into politics. That's how I got to be
elected and re-elected.
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(171--15 minutes)

Q.

Who did you run against the first time, who were the other candidates that
you ran against?
I think it was Ole Pikop.

Q.

From Elbow Lake?

West of Elbow Lake.

Q.

And this was 1918?

The year 1918.

Q.

Was the Non-Partisan League pretty strong in Grant County?

Oh yes, they were quite active.

Q.

Did you have any trouble when you were elected Non-Partisan candidate?
Did they have any violence letting you into the Legislature or was there any
violence after that?
No, in fact I think I was the Non-Partisan League candidate for Speaker the
first session I was drnqn there. But of course there weren't too many, I
suppose, there weren't over twenty or thirty of the representatives there
that were endorsed by the Non-Partisan League. You see the Non-Partisan
League was strictly a farm organization. There was no labor element or any
others involved in the organization, it was a farmer-dominated organization
and what they were interested in was to get a square deal for the farmers
and the marketing of their pr oducts. For instance, in North Dakota they got
the state to build and establish state elevators, handle their grain and build
the state mill or make the wheat into flour in order to get away from the
Minneapolis Milling combine and grain exchange which they ci~imed, and I think
it was true, they're exploiting the farmers and they bought the wheat for

whatever they wanted to. The state of Minnesota even eatablished a testing
mill that was established for the purpose of determining the actual milling
value of wheat. There was, up to that time, no way of establishing the milling
value of wheat. Now, of course, they have chemical tests to determirethe
protein content and the milling value of the wheat without actually milling
it into flour. But in those days we didn't have those scientific facilities,
so North Dakota built and operated on ; a connnercial basis the elevator and
the mill. In Minnesota they just established a testing mill and they would
run the mill to produce flour to determine the milling value and then the
flour was turned over to ..,the state institutions.

Q.

Did the Non-Partisan League ever have a flour mill or grind their own
flour, or was it just an elevator?
They didn't, the Non-Partisan League did nothing except in North Dakota where
they built the state mill and elevator which operated on a commercial basis.
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In Minnesota they never did that. As far as they got in Minnesota was to
establish the testing mill which was established to determine the actual
milling value of their wheat.
Q.

Did the opponents use the war as an offense that you were non-patriotic? ::

(228--20 minutes)
That's right. They were accused of everything. If you belonged to the
Non-Partisan League you were an enemy of the country and all that.

Q.

And that was just an effort to stop the Non-Partisan League from gaining
power, right?

That's right.

Q.

They were a patriotic bunch, but • • •

They, the Non-Partisan League, they were just as loyal as everyone else of
course.

Q.

The opponents just used that to wi~them out?

Well, anyway it was my experience in politics and that's how I happened to
get involved and it has been and is of course, a constant struggle to get justic through your own government, yotrlegislation, through party organizations
and all of that. Even on the lower levels, like when I got involved in the
development of the co-operative complex, I felt that the co-operative philosophy could do much to help the economic condition of the farmer. And I still
believe that can be done if they're properly organized, but the problem in
politics and the problem in the co-operative philosophy to be practically
applied is that to follow up and adhere to the principles of the philosophy.
We have co-operatives today operating as, organized as cooperatives, that are
not co~operatives at all, they're just a subtrafuge. We see that all over.

Q. They're not an organization to serve the farmer anymore, they are an
organization of their own almost?
That's right. But that kind of a struggle has been going on for years and
years and probably always will. Now for instance, when we organized the cooperative in Ashby, we just organized an association without hardly any
capital. It was just a membership fee and then there was no money involved,
but the way in which we were operating these small business places in these
towns was very inefficient. For instance, salt in barrels, in those days
sugar in one hundred pound bags, mill feeds were shipped in and local freight
shipments were a ton or two. At the time it was the major cost of those kinds
of commodities, and we felt if we could pool the buying and shipping carload
lots, that alone would save the farmer or the buyer, substantial amounts of
money. And thereby improve their economic conditions.

Q.

It should, yes.

(285--25 minutes)
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But instead of shipping local shipments of all of these bulk commodities,
that was the original purpose in organizing the co-operative. But the business community in these small towns were fearful that that would put them out
of business. Well, by introducing a more efficient system of distribution
to the consumer, it couldn't hurt any community. It would be a blessing and
for their own welfare. But the way we started out, we had that organization
and then we took orders for sugar to make up a carload and mill-fee, salt,
and those things. But in the wintertime particularly, when we got in a carJoauof mill-feed for instance, everybody in the wintertime couldn't always
come in and get it. It was, the weather was bad or something nappened so
they couldn't come in and get it. So then they decided that they were going
to rent a _'!3uilding and store this surplus that wasn't delivered at the time
it should have been delivered and the farmer could get it when he could come
in and get it. But the businessmen got together and the farmer, they [the
businessmen] wouldn't rent any place in town for a storage room to even store
whatever surplus there might have been left over after the car had been
delivered.

Q. Oh, you mean the businessmen were against the co-operatives and the NonPartisan League?
They were strongly against it. Well, then they couldn't get rented space to
take care of this surplus that was left in the car, so then they had to buy
the building for that purpose. Well, they bought the building and then they
had to go into business because they owned property and that was the beginning
of shipping in merchandise and selling it. But then when they went to that,
then they needed money, operating capital, because they hadn't sold • • • and
they needed operating capital so they had to go to the bank and ask for money
but the banker wouldn't borrow them the money even though the directors were
willing to sign for the note on the loan. Then these same directors, they
had money in the bank on depo~it and they went into the bank and withdrew their
deposits and borrowed it directly to the organization.

Q.

That was quite a risky thing.

So then the banker loosened up and was willing to borrow them the money because they got their money anyway and withdrew it from the bank.

Q. He thought he was going to stop them didn't he?
of problems.

They ran into all kinds

So that's the way that it developed into, I suppose we got as high as a million
dollar sales volume.
(342--30 minutes)

Q.

So when did this start, when did it get to a million dol lars?

That started in 1g19 and then it kept developing until I think it was i n '66,
when I quit.
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Q. When you reached that million dollar level about what year was that?
you start getting into that?

Did

Well, it was in the '60's.

Q.

In the '60's?

But it was quite strong before that though, right?

So that is my experience in politics and.

Q.

What farm bills did you try and promote whil~ you were in the Legislature?

Well, we tried to promote the co-operative law of course, that is what I was
interested in. And anti-discrimination laws and things that were of interest
and concern to the farmer.

Q.

How long were you a Non-Partisan League candidate?

Well, of course when, you see, the Non-Partisan League was a non-political
organization, but they supported the candidate, for instance Charles Lindberg was the first candidate for governor and he was a Republican Party man
and endorsed him. And later on Humphrey got into the scene and consolidated
the Non-Partisan League with the Democratic • • •

Q.

Farmer-Labor Party?

Farmer-Labor Party, well, it was, yes, it was the Farmer-Labor Party.

Q.

Were you in favor of this consolidation of ~~he two or not?

Well, yes I was at the time, but of course the farmer through natural developments lost control entirely and the labor thattook over, because they were
active and they had a better chance, they had their labor unions and they
had a better chance to develop and they outnumbered the farmers by a good
margin.

Q.

And they are better organized than the farmers?

Better organized, so the farmer today hasn't got too much influence as far
as politics is concerned.

Q.

And when did they consolidate?

I don't remember what year that was.

Q.

Was it after the Depression or before the Depression?

Well, it would be after the Depression.

Q.

After the Depression? What effect did the Depression have on the Legislature and bills that went through to aid people in the Depression?
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Well they had, I suppose the most important bill was what you call the bill
that postponed debts and one thing and another, because people didn't have
any money and they were just broke. Everybody was broke.

Q.

So they postponed, they cancelled people's debts?

Yes.
So they could start out anew or what?
Yes, that's right.

Q.

Well they also created a moratorium.

(399--35 minutes)
Well, that's what I
forcing them to pay
postponement of the
the fanner, but for

Q. Everybody, yes.
they?

mean, a moratorium like on a farm mortgage instead of
when due. They were legally entitled to a moratorium or
due date. Those were really tough days, not only for
most everybody.
And they had dust storms on the farm at that time didn't

Yes, that was on top of it all.

Q.

Or didn't they have dust storms in Grant County much?

Oh, yes.
Q:.

They did?

Fence lines got covered up and I remember on the farm we had a field I suppose thirty or forty acres that had been kept black all summer. The next year,
the next spring. it was smooth because it hadn't been worked after the winter.
We put a fertilizer on there and a wind come up and the dust storm was so
bad that you couldn't see ahead of you.

Q.

It blocked out all vision?

It was terrible, you'd never think that our land up in this area that it was
so heavy that it wouldn't blow like that and the weeks and the fence lines
were all covered up.

Q.

Covered with dirt. In fact it was so much dirt in the air at times that
the automobiles had to drive with their headlights on.

Absolutely, you couldn't see anything.

Q.

Did they have to have any food programs so that people could go into food
lines to get food or anything?
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No, they didn't have any in those days but they had programs like WPA where
the fanners for instance, would haul gravel or work on the road or something
to earn twenty to thirty dollars a month or something like that to help out
to make a living. But food programs and welfare programs they were just
starting to develop in those days.

Q.

Well, they had the soup lines though in the larger cities.

Oh yes.

Q. How about, my mother was from Big Stone County and she could remember
when in the Depression they had to butcher cattle because the cattle were
starving. The government came and paid for cattle. Can you remember anything like that?
Seven cows were sold like for ten-fifteen dollars a head and that's all
they got. They shipped small pigs to South St. Paul. They were running
all over town because the pens weren't tight enough to hold them and I
don't remembe r what they got. But to illustrate, I got tabulations here of
the shipping association. For instance, in 1934 the average price for
cattle, hogs and sheep in South St. Paul to the association was $2.94 net
and they had to pay for transportation and commission prices out of that so
the didn't get too much more than two dollars per hundred and for a carload
of cattle fifteen thousand or twenty thousand pounds out of this carload of
cattle didn't bring more than three hundred dollars which is half what an
ordinary critter is bringing today and that was for a carload.
(456--40 minutes)

Q.

A whole carload of cattle?

It was absolutely hopeless, people just didn't • • •

Q.

Let me stop for a moment .

He followed Floyd B. Olson.

Q.

Elmer Benson?

He followed Floyd B. Olson.

Q. Do you remember when he was first active in the Non-Partisan League in
politics? Do you remember when he was first active in the Non-Partisan League?
No I don't remember.

Q.

I don't remember too much about that.

You see Benson • • •

He's from Appleton isn't he?

Yes, he was from Appleton, but who in the dickens did Hjalmer Peterson, was
Lieutenant-Governor when Governor Olson died. He had cancer and died at . • .
Q.

Hjalmer Johnson, it wasn't Hjalmer Johnson was it?
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Hjalmer Peterson, from Esko, he was Lieutenant-Governor and became the Governor and then Benson was elected Governor the next election.

Q.

And when was that?

Well, it must have been in the thirties.

Q.

And you were in the Legislature ~hen he became governor?

Yes.

Q.

Now you served in the state senate too, didn't you?

One teI'l!l, four years.

Q.

What did you find different from the Senate and the House?

Well, of course, I couldn't see much difference except for membership.

Q.

There were less members?

The Senate at that time was strongly conservative although we were able in
19--, it must have been in the early thirties to pass the state income tax
in spite of the fact that the Senate was very conservative.

(513--45 minutes)

Q.

Well, they didn't have state income tax before that?

No.

Q.

No?

It was just federal income tax before that?

Yes.

Q.

And the conservatives were against that?

Well in most places.

Q. Mostly? Now both houses, both the House of Representatives and the Senate
were predominantly conservative all the years you served weren't they?
Yes they were. The House was more liberal than the Senate.
been strongly conservative up to this last time.

Q.

The Senate has

Can you tell us why you favored state income tax?

Well it is probably the most equitable tax we've got.

Q.
it?

More equitable than property tax which would mostly hit the farmer wouldn't
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If you don't earn anything or have any net income you don't pay any taxes.
These other taxes like sales tax and property tax and that you pay whether
you have anything to pay with or not.

Q. And like property tax, somebody in the city could have t:o ba\te ~o pr~perty to
earn a living and wouldn't have to pay in on it, where the farmer would -have
to have property to make a living, wouldn't he?
That's right.

Q.

Like cows, he'd have to pay property on cows and probably machinery.

Very true. The income tax has been a blessing to Minnesota and especially
its educational. Well, the major support of our education the last several
years has been the income tax, dedicated income tax.

Q.

That goes to the state colleges and university and so on?

It doesn't make any difference where it comes from because they dedicate it,
well, the state gets the money and they can allocate it wherever they want.

Q.

Were you against the sales tax that was passed a couple of years ago?

I'm still against it. The state sales tax to a certain extent is necessary,
but I was fearful and am still. The sales tax in Minnesota is an open end
tax. The formula of distribution can be changed anytime from one session
to the other. It is entirely a legislative matter and would the larger
cities be hard pressed for money and then control the legislature and the
governor because the elect the governor and have the votes to do it. They
can change that formula from anything they want to anything they want, and
consequently short-change our rural areas of their fair share, equitable
share of taxes. No, for instance, they've been a strong advocate of, not only
(570--50 minutes)
that large cities should have a bigger than equitable share or percapita share
of the income tax because they pay most of the income tax. But that money
comes from the rural areas like for instance, International Harvestor Company headquarters in St. Paul collects practically every dollar of their
profit or earnings ..:from the farmers that buy their machinery. They just collect the tax and turn it over to the state. The ultimate pay is the farmer
that uses the eGuipment.

Q.

Because they get their money mostly through the farmer?

Yes. It wouldn't be fair to distribute it onto the fellow that pays it. You
take the businessmen in town, whether it is a private or co-operative they pay
a property tax but it is figured into their cost of operation and it is the
consumer that ultimately pays the bill. So the philosophy that just the person that or community that pays and turns the tax over to the state should
be considered. It isn't a fair deal as far as I am concerned.
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Q. That's true.
of your • • •

Could you lobb-ywith other rural legislators to get some

Absolutely, that's the only way that legislation is done is through • • •

Q.

You had to support some of their bills then too?

Yes, sometimes I don't like to do that, you pretty near got to in order to
get anything passed.

Q.

When you want your bill supported you have to support theirs?

You can't have it all your own way you know.

Q.

Yes.

Did you serve on any farm committees?

My most important committee was the Appropriations and Education and some
special committees from time to time.

Q.

Now you mentioned before something about your helping get the University
of Minnesota to build a branch at Morris. Can you explain that?
(627~-55 minutes)

That was a matter before the Appropriations committee to decide whether they
were going to spend the money to convertthe School of Agriculture at Morris
to a branch of the University, because the School of Agriculture was petering
out in attendance and the state had a big investment there. They had a
vacumn as far as education was concerned in that area of the state. St.
Cloud was one of the closest.

Q.

And Moorhead?

Yes.

Q.

But that was quite a ways for people here wasn't it?

Yes, young people, boys and girls from our area of the state had no chance
to at least attend staying at homeor commuting so we figured. Those of us
from this section of the state felt that it was a good chance to get a
branch of the University established. Making use of the facilities that were
already there and the Legislature agreed with them and got it established.

Q.

Were there any other sites that other legislators fought for?

No, no.

Q.

In southern Minnesota?

Northern Minnesota?

Morris was the point of interest because the School of Agriculture was already
in existance there. They had buildings and the facilities were already there.
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It would have been a lot of money if they were to build it from scratch.
So consequently there was no competition. It was just a matter of whether
we were going to convert the School of Agriculture into a br-anM of- the
University.

Q.

And how much money was needed in you appropriations committee?

It wasn't too much. I don't remember what it was, but of course the first
year there wasn't any buildings involved. That wasn't until after it got
established, but there was teachers and professors that wer~ necessary to
operate a college.

Q. How about the state college at Marshall? Were you in the Legislature
when they voted to have a state college at Marshall?
Yes.
And that took a lot of appropriations though, didn't it?
That took, because that was built from scratch.
Q.

And how did they decide on Marshall?

Well, it was the same situation as at Morris, they, there wasn't, that area
of the state didn't have any education facilities. You see, the colleges are
in the eastern part, Minneapolis, St. Paul.
(684--60 minutes)

Q.

Not too much on the western side?

No.

Q.

And not too many in North Dakota?

No.

Q. How about Rochester? They kept fighting for a branch of the University.
Were you in on any of those?
No, they have their junior college of course, that provides their schooling.

Q.

I think they wanted it because of their medical facilities, wasn't it?

Yes, that was some argument for that and probably valid because, but then the
University College of Medicine at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
campus, worked pretty close with Rochester Ma)V Clinic because there is pretty
good co-operation there now.

Q.
Yes.

We're considered quite a good medical center as far as universities go?
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Q.

I noticed in the Ed Martinson papers, Ed Martinson was representative
from Big Stone County and Ortonville, and I noticed that among his papers he
had correspondence with people about public health insurance. Do you remember anything about public health insurance bills?
No, I don't.

Q.

As opposed to private insurance companies, public?

I can't just recall that.

Q.

Would you be in favor of public health insurance? Where people pay?
Would that be similar to medicare for the senior citizens do you think?
Of course we've got similar you know.

Q.

I suppose

That's true too.

The early stages of Medicare--public medicare. There is a lot of things that • . •
(741--65 minutes)

Q.

Were you in favor of Medicare?

Yes. It is fine as far as it goes although I think it's been abused. The
medical profession has taken advantage <and used it as a bonus rather than as
a bonified payment.

Q.

Definitely right.

How about social security, were you in favor of that?

Oh yes, that is one of the best things we've got.

Q.

Hubert Hwnphrey, I am sure you know, was a big supporter of social security wasn't he?

Yes, that is allright. There is no question that that may be one of the best
items of our social field legislation.

Q.

You didn't have too much to do on the state level about social security
though did you?

No.

Q.

It was mostly national?

No, it's entirely federal.

Q. How about the no-fault insurance.
would you want no-fault insurance?

If you were in the Legislature today

I think I would if I could get the real no-fault.

Q.

Because the lawyers gobble up a lot of money don't they?
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But you know, certain insurance interests are looking out for themselves and
you have that in all legislation whether it be marketing of grain or
whatever it is. If it comes to the point where they are special intersts,
you can't stop it. It has got to come because of public opinion and public
pressure. Then they get in and make it so that it doesn't hurt them too
much. What were we talking about?

Q.

No-fault insurance.

No-fault insurance where they put that clause in, well, they didn't get the
bill through anyway, they got it amended and so that if the item wasn't too
big that it got it down where they could have a lawsuit about well, a thousand dollar maximum or whatever it would take. They put in the limits so that
they could have a lawsuit anyway. Well, that shouldn't be. If you are going
to have no-fault then it s½ould be no-fault all the way through,
(788--70 minutes)

Q.

It shouldn't go through those lawyer expenses?

No, that's one of the major parts of the cost we pay, well even on compensation insurance at the time I was there, less than half of the premium paid
by the employer was paid out of his benefits to the beneficiaries of the victims of accidents. And so with the automobile insurance too much of our
premium of automobile insurance goes to the profit of the companies that are
separating this business than to the people that get hurt. And of course,
the lawyers have the bonanza as far as benefits from this insurance.

Q.

And it takes so long to get it settled too.

And of course, the lawyers have had pretty much their own way in a lot of
legislation. They're pretty well taken care of.

Q.

Well, like what other legislation?

You take, well, now like probate court for instance, any little estate you
can't go to the probate judge and file an accounting or an estate. You've
got to have a lawyer do it. Whichis in many cases, has no reason for being
that way. The lawyer today is an heir to practically every estate in the
country.
Q.

Right.

And sometimes gets a lot more than the others do.

Q. Right. I've heard in one state, I think it's Maryland, probably not, I
believe one state that has some kind of program through the Legislature that
you could have probate, or you inherit without having to go through probate
court.
(855--75 minutes)
I think it's one state out west here, Colorado, or one ~of those western states
that has a good program.
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Q.

And you get your estate settled in so many days? Thirty days, sixty
days or something, and you don't have to go through the lawyer expenses?

Because a lot of those smaller estates aren't big enough to warrant. I
know I handled some estates before this legislation took effect because, and
we never, well, we had Goetzinger who was probate judge in Elbow Lake and we
never had any trouble, no kickbacks. Everything went fine, but • • •

Q.

Things are getting more complicated now?

Yes.

Q.

How many letters did you get from the constituants of Grant and Stevens
Counties and the pressure they put on for certain measures?

Not too many, and not what it should be I don't think. There were quite a
few lettersor what you would call it. I don't think the rank and file after
the Legislature goes into session pays too much attention to what is going
on dmm there. Probably now though, <;ertain organizations like the taxpayers association and the tovmship organizations and ones like that, stimulate a certain amount of interest in legislation, but as far as the individual citizen is concerned I think he lacks.

Q.

They don't take enough interest do they in it? They should be more con~
cerned about the laws that are going to affect the~?

Absolutely.

Q.

And their governing body and so on?

There is no question about that.

Q.

you remember Floyd B. Olson as governor?

Do

(912--80 minutes)
Oh yes.

Q.

Was he a Non-Partisan candidate or wasn't he?

Yes. He was a Non-Partisan candidate, I think at that time he was, it was
consolidated into the Farmer-Labor Party at that time when he ran.

Q.

Who was the toughest person or the most competition you got from any
candidate? The toughest campaign you ever ran?
I suppose it was Harold Barker, he was Speaker of the House. And was the formible candidate.

Q.
Yes,

Q.

And you ran against him for Speaker of the House?
I ran against him for the Legislature.
Oh, from this district?
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Yes, and I defeated him. That was quite a campaign, I suppose that was the
strongest campaign that we've ever put up in Grant County.

Q.

He was Speaker of the House the term before you ran against him?

Yes.
What year was this?
I don't remember, it must have been in the late twenties.

A.:round 1930.

Q. 1930.
name was.
many years
ran too.

• ~'Jc

6~/lll,.\

You r a n ~ a person in Elbow Lake. I can't remember what his
He used to run the Corner Cafe there in Elbow Lake, I think. For
I can remember~ you running against him, every time you ran he
Did you run against Perry Benner?

Yes.

Q.

He was in the Post Cafe, Perry Benner. How about • • • Al Kanestrop ran
against Carl Iverson too. He was not successful. He was never successful
though, was he? Was he a conservative when he was running?
(969--85 minutes)
I suppose so.

Q. What do you think about the Legislature now?
or do you think they are getting too "liberal. 11

Would you still be a liberal

Well, I would be a liberal of course. I still believe in the liberal
philosophy although they probably go to extremes in certain cases I couldn't
go along with. But generally speaking, why you can't stand still either, you
have to move ahead.

Q. Wh~t do you think about the planned city that was ~upposed to be close
to Ashby here? Between Ashby and Evansville, the experimental city?
No, I couldn't go along with that. I don't think it was sensible or practical
because if we ,ego experiment on problems confronting our large cities why we
could experiment with the cities there are now. For instance, transportation
in a town that isn't proper. We have our cities with the problems and the
place to experiment is there.

Q.

Instead of out here in the rural • • • ?

The same way with the education system in our local community. If there
are problems, which there are, well then we have the cities where we have the
problems and let us experiment with that. Now, I rather feel that if we
started a town, a city like that, like a couple hundred thousand or more, why
we wouldn't get a true picture of our cities. It wouldn't be a true sample
of our cities I feel.
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Q.

How did the people of Ashby feel about their experimental city?

They were mostly against it. And I was against it because I don't think
you can be able to build a city out of, out in nowhere without any economic
basis for it. In other words you have to have certain conditions.

Q.

Employment maybe?

To promote the building of a community or town or city. You can't go out
here in the desert and promote a city.
All our cities are developed because
of certain economic reasons.

Q.

Used to be by or near a river right?
the area.

Most Minneapolis and St. Paul and

Which is transportation or markets or some particular reason why the.re are
those developments.

Q.

And you don't think we have those reasons for it out here?

I don't think so.
Q. How about if they planned it? Do you think it would destroy the wildlife
here and the rivers and lakes around Ashby? Or would it be so pollutioncontrolled that • • •
I don't think it would have t oo much influence on that. I don't think it
would permeate the general territory that much. I don't know.

Q. Now don't you think that the cities, Minneapolis, Blt. Paul and Fergus
Falls became large cities, also Fargo and Moorhead, that they were located
on a river? And they utilized the power from the river for their industry,
like for flour mills and their light plants and sawmills and so on. Don't
you think the rivers have something to say about it?
(130--90 minutes)
Oh, I think so. I don't think there is any doubt about that.
All of those
advantages, if you want to choose to call them that, influence the development
of the community.

Q.

If you build a city in rural Minnesota now, the proponents of it could
say that you don't need those types of transportation anymore, or don't use
those types of transportation. I'm not saying I'm in favor of it because I
wasn't but
No, things are chinging. For instance, railroads used to be the basis of
all developments in a new territory. Well, with the advent of paved highways
and trucks and different modes of transportation, whr_ ·the importance of railroads becomes less important and so things are changing from time to time.
P.nyway there has got to be certain basic reasons for the development of a
business community. I don't think there is any question about that. You can't
just make an artificial splurge and hope to be solid foundation. It's contrary
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to all economic trends of today. You take these small business places, small
factories and all these small operations, that used to be the blessing of
these small communities, they are kind of fading out and getting into bigger
operations. I think they are trying to build communities and are fighting
or entirely opposed to what is going on or the natural tendency. The natural tendency is consolidation, bigger outfits and bigger operations.

Q.

You want bigger operations?

I don't think it's good but I don't think you can stop it.
farming.

You take even

Q.

You think there is no way then that we could stop corporation farming
then, you say?

There is no way you can stop natural forces. You can hobble it for a while
but ultimately the- natural t r~nds are going to prevail.

Q.

And that's corporation farming and big business?

I think so.

Q.

Do you think that's good or bad?

I think that's bad.

Q.

But there's no way we can stop it?

There's people, I think people were happy and had a better chance to do something for themselves by givd.ng a small o~rator a chance to exist.

Q.

When you were in the Legislature, did they have any bills that would
stop corporation farming and aid the little farmers?

No. that was not an issue.

The consolidation of farms had not gotten very

strong yet in those days.

Q.

It hadn't gotten very strong yet in those days?

That's something that has developed lately, but I don't know how you're going
to stop it. You can hobble it to a certain extent, but

Q.

You don't think the government can • • •

I don't think they can effectively change that tendency.

Q. Now you mentioned in the beginning of our interview about this letter,
from I believe his name was Melby, right?
Yes.

Q. And you mentioned something in there about grain prices in the 1970's, 1870's
rather. Can you tell us what the price of oats was then?
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(187--95 minutes)
Well, he says he got a dollar and a quarter.

Q.

A dollar and a quarter?

That's about the prices of today isn't it?

Yes, a dollar-thirty yesterday.

Q.

Was there anything in the Minnesota Legislature to affect grain prices
or affect Duluth shipping or was there • • • there was nothing to control
prices?

There was no attempt to control prices.

Q.

Or stabilize minimum prices on farm products?

No, of course that was as late as I was in there, that was strictly a federal
problem. It's in Norwegian of course.

Q.

This is a letter right, of 1862?

In 1872 the railroad crone into Herman. In 1872 the railroad came into Herman
and Marth. That must have been before 1872. After 1872 the farmers up in
this area were hauling their grain to Herman.

Q. " That was the nearest railroad, I imagine.

That was still quite a ways

to haul for Ashby farmers.
No roads.

Q.

No roads and would that be with oxen or buggy or wagon?

Oh yes I suppose there were oxen in those days.
Q. Can you remember anything about the Fanner's Holiday?
active in Grant Com1ty?
Yes there were quite active and they got along pretty well.
versy or violence or trouble in Grant County.

Were they very
We had no contro-

Q. Was this the same years as the Non-Partisan League or was this earlier
or later?
Well, it would be earlier.

Q.

Earlier than the Non-Partisan League?
during our Depression.

This Farmers Holiday was in action

Yes. I think that was maybe the beginning of the mortgage for farm moratorium.
So many protests at these mortgage foreclosure sales that the government then
created this moratorium on farm mortgages or foreclosure sales.
Well, they got a bill through the Legislature.

Carl Eastvold from Ortonville
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was one of the chief authors and the moratorium was a legal procedure to
postpone the fellow that owed the mortgage and had the absolute right to ask
a postponement of payment. In Grant County they set up a committee, I
think Floyd Olson was governor at the time, set up a committee to kind of
have hearings of the merits of a claim to a moratorium. And I remember I was
on that connnittee and most of the fellow were agreeable to granting the
moratorium and to see that the fellows were taken care of. As far as postponement of payments was concerned.
(244--100 minutes)

Q.

And this was mainly through the efforts of the Farmers Holiday then?

Absolutely. They did a lot of good because, as August Peterson said, "These
people had no way of getting any money or get a hold of any money to meet
their payments and they'd lose everything they had.n And some of them did
in spite of what was done.

Q.

Did this help any of the city people or weren't the city legislators involved. Did this help any city businessmen in Minneapolis or St. Paul or
did it just mainly help the farmer?
It helped the farmers and it helped the businesses because the business
people can't prosper on broke farmers.

Q.

No they can't.

They wouldn't have any money coming in.

That's right.
Q.

Were the city legislators in favor of that?

Yes, there was no objection to that.
(260--102 minutes)

